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ASSET EXPOSURE
Government Bonds
Corporate Bonds
Inflation-Linked Bonds
Emerging Market Bonds
Developed Market Equities
Emerging Market Equities
Property Equities
Put Option
Cash

REGION ALLOCATION
North America
United Kingdom
Europe excl. UK
Asia excl Japan
Japan
Rest of World

*The investment policy seeks to ensure that the holdings within the portfolio, in aggregate, exceed a specific ESG score, and each 
holding meets a specific ESG criteria, each calculated using an ESG scoring methodology provided by MSCI. The MSCI ESG ratings 
methodology is a methodology developed by MSCI in order to attribute an ESG rating to a fund or an index, measuring specifically 
the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) characteristics of portfolio holdings. Details of the MSCI ESG scoring methodology 
is publicly available at: https://www.msci.com/esg-ratings.
 
The ACUMEN ESG Protection Portfolio launched on the 05/12/2019. The value of an investment in the ACUMEN ESG Protection 
Portfolio may fall as well as rise. Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance. Source of data: 
Tavistock Wealth Limited, Thomson Reuters and Lipper for Investment Management unless otherwise stated. 
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The pie charts above show the asset allocation of the ACUMEN ESG  
Protection Portfolio (AEPP). The portfolio has a long-term volatility 
tolerance (fluctuations in the price of the portfolio) of 5%  to 7%. In order 
to meet the volatility target, if markets become unsettled, the  portfolio 
may reduce exposure to higher risk investments and increase exposure  
to lower risk investments such as cash and bonds. In addition, a 
proportion of the  portfolio invests in a put option, which is used to 
provide the 90% protection  level. The percentage invested in the put 
option will vary depending on market performance.
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E S G  P R O T E C T I O N

TAVISTOCK WEALTH
COMMENTARY:

The ‘rapid and massive’ spread of an infectious disease was ranked the 4th 
(out of 30) least likely risk to materialise during the 10 years to 2030 by 
respondents to the 2020 Global Risk Perception Survey, organised by the 
World Economic Forum. The ongoing COVID-19 outbreak is a rare black swan 
event (low frequency, high impact) and an early litmus test for both 
ESG-linked assets and investors who incorporate ESG into their risk 
management framework. The sector appears, so far, to be in decent shape. 
Fully 60% of US and European ESG ETFs are outperforming their non-ESG 
peers (and so-called ‘sin stocks’) in 2020. Fund flows too have remained 
remarkably resilient, with investors looking for exposure to high-quality 
companies with strong fundamentals and sustainable long-term business 
strategies.

ESG UPDATE

Risk assets around the world sold-off aggressively in March as the COVID-19 
virus spread from Asia into Europe and the US. As a result, the S&P 500 
equity index fell -12.51% and the MSCI World equity index declined -13.47%. 
Closer to the epicentre of the outbreak, equity markets in China, Japan and 
South Korea proved much more resilient to the panic selling. The Shanghai 
Composite index fell -4.51%, the Nikkei 225 index lost -10.53% and the KOSPI 
index declined -11.69%. The abrupt shift in risk appetite triggered a sharp 
rotation towards safe-haven assets. During the month, the US dollar index 
rose as much as 8.35% before closing up only 0.93%. G-7 government bonds 
also rallied as evidenced by the yield on the 10–year US Treasury, which fell 
48bps from 1.15% to 0.67%. Gold initially rallied 5.98% before falling 
dramatically on margin related selling to end the month down -0.54%. In 
commodity markets, the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity index fell -29.43%, 
led lower by the dramatic fall in the price of oil. Whilst the hunt for a vaccine 
continues, institutions across the globe are taking steps to mitigate the 
spread of the virus and to dampen its impact on the global economy. The 
rigorous monetary and fiscal policies implemented around the world are 
designed to soften the blow to economic activity. Central banks have 
slashed interest rates, re-launched quantitative easing programmes and 
governments have committed to large scale fiscal spending initiatives. Our 
disciplined approach to risk management and portfolio construction have 
helped us effectively navigate the last few weeks. We believe this is the time 
to remain focused on the fundamentals and prepare for the recovery trade.

ACUMEN
ESG Protection Portfolio

MINIMUM MSCI ESG RATING: A *
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The Investment Manager is FundLogic SAS, a member of the 
Morgan Stanley group. The Sub-Investment Manager is Tavistock 
Wealth Limited. Christopher Peel is the Chief Investment Officer of 
Tavistock Wealth and carries direct responsibility for all discretionary 
investments at the firm. Together with John Leiper, CFA, Head of 
Portfolio Management, and the portfolio management team, they 
co-manage the investment exposure of the ACUMEN ESG 
Protection Portfolio. 

INVESTMENT MANAGER

Investment Manager - FundLogic SAS
Sub-Investment Manager - Tavistock Wealth Limited
Protection Provider - Morgan Stanley & Co. International Plc
Fund Company - FundLogic Alternatives plc
Depositary - Northern Trust Fiduciary Services (Ireland) Limited
Sub-Custodian - Morgan Stanley & Co. International Plc
Administrator and Transfer Agent - Northern Trust International 
Fund Administration Services (Ireland) Limited
Auditor - Ernst & Young

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES

Investment strategy managed by: Constructed by Tavistock primarily investing in: With protection provided by:

The value of investments held in the ACUMEN ESG Protection Portfolio may fall as well as rise. Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future 
performance.  There is no assurance that the portfolio will achieve it’s investment objectives. The risk factors set out in the Key Investor Information Document 
(KIID) and the Prospectus apply. The KIID and Prospectus can be found at www.tavistockwealth.com/corporate-literature. At times the portfolio may not be fully 
invested in the underlying risk assets. Throughout this factsheet, when we refer to the term portfolio we mean the ACUMEN ESG Protection Fund.

This document is issued and approved in the UK by Tavistock Wealth who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document has been issued 
and approved in the UK for distribution to Retail Clients, Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties (each as defined in the UK Financial Conduct Authority’s rules). 
Retail Clients are reminded to receive Professional Advice before making an investment decision. This communication is only intended for and will be only distributed to 
persons resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability would not be contrary to local laws or regulations. This document has been prepared by Tavistock 
Wealth as a marketing document to inform Retail Clients, Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties about certain matters concerning the ACUMEN ESG Protection 
Portfolio (the “Fund”), which is a sub-fund of FundLogic Alternatives plc. It has been prepared solely for informational purposes and does not seek to make any 
recommendation to buy or sell any particular security (including shares in the Fund) or to adopt any specific investment strategy. Any use of this document by a financial 
intermediary is restricted to clients for whom the information in this document and an investment in shares of the Fund has been considered to be suitable by that financial 
intermediary in view of that client’s situation and purpose, subject always to the applicable regulatory standard. If such a client considers an investment in shares of the 
Fund, he/she should always ensure that he/she has satisfied himself/herself that he/she has been properly advised by that financial intermediary about the suitability of an 
investment. All of the information contained in this document has been prepared and is communicated by Tavistock Wealth. While the board of directors of FundLogic 
Alternatives plc (the “Company”) has overall responsibility for the monitoring of the investment objective, policy and performance of the Fund, both the Company and 
Morgan Stanley and its affliates disclaim any and all liability relating to this information, including, without limitation, any express or implied representations or warranties 
for statements or errors contained in, and omissions from this information. Applications for shares in the Fund should not be made without first consulting the current 
prospectus of the Company (the “Prospectus”), the Fund’s supplement, the Fund’s Key Investor Information Document ("KIID"), and the annual report and semi-annual 
report of the Company (together the “Offering Documents”), or other documents available in your local jurisdiction. The Offering Documents contain material information 
not contained herein. In particular, the Prospectus contains details relating to the terms of investment and information regarding investment risks and conflicts of interest. 
Any representation to the contrary is not permitted. In the event of such offering, the information in this document will be superseded, amended and/or supplemented in 
its entirety by the Prospectus. You should not rely solely on the information contained herein but should carefully read the Offering Documents before making any 
investment decision. The material contained herein has not been based on a consideration of any individual client circumstances and is not investment advice, nor should 
it be construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or regulatory advice. Investors should seek independent legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax 
consequences, before making any investment decision. The trademarks and service marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data 
providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have liability for any 
damages of any kind relating to such data. iShares® and BlackRock® are registered trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. and its affiliates (“BlackRock”) and are used under license. 
Further, BlackRock, Inc. and its affiliates including, but not limited to, BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, are not affiliated with Tavistock Wealth Limited and 
its affiliates. Accordingly, BlackRock makes no representations or warranties regarding the advisability of investing in any product or service offered by Tavistock Wealth 
Limited or any of its affiliates. BlackRock has no obligation or liability in connection with the operation, marketing, trading or sale of any product or service offered by 
Tavistock Wealth Limited or any of its affiliates. Tavistock Wealth Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Tavistock Wealth Limited is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Tavistock Investments Plc. Date of data: 31/03/2020. Tavistock Wealth Limited, 1 Bracknell Beeches, Old Bracknell Lane, Bracknell,RG12 7BW, 
United Kingdom. T: +44 (0)1753 867000 www.tavistockwealth.com e-mail: investments@tavistockwealth.com

The ACUMEN ESG Protection Portfolio is a UCITS fund which aims 
to provide investors with long-term capital growth from a 
multi-asset portfolio comprised of holdings, which adhere to the 
Fund’s environmental, social and governance (ESG) investment 
policy. It also seeks to deliver a level of capital protection 
determined by reference to 90% of the highest net asset value 
achieved by the Class A GBP share class.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

The portfolio will typically have indirect exposure to the following  
global asset classes: bonds (effectively loans to governments or 
companies), shares in companies, currencies and alternative assets 
and will be determined by Tavistock Wealth Ltd based on the MSCI 
ESG rating methodology described below. The portfolio allocations 
are subject to a maximum allocation of 100% of exposure to bonds 
and a maximum allocation of 60% of exposure to shares in 
companies. The portfolio has a long-term volatility tolerance 
(fluctuations in the price of the portfolio) of 5% to 7%.

The portfolio must achieve an aggregate minimum MSCI ESG 
rating of A. MSCI rate companies on a scale according to their 
exposure to ESG risks and how well they manage those risks relative 
to peers. Details of the MSCI ESG scoring methodology is publicly 
available at: https://www.msci.com/esg-ratings. 

Additionally, certain holdings will not qualify for inclusion within the 
portfolio, based on data provided by MSCI, if 15% or more of their 
revenue is derived from the following sectors: Adult Entertainment, 
Alcohol, Civilian Firearms, Conventional Military Weapons, 
Gambling, Genetically Modified Organisms, Nuclear Power and 
Tobacco.

INVESTMENT POLICY
SHARE CLASS
Class A Shares
Annual Management Charge - 1.00%
Ongoing Charges Figure - 1.23% (Estimated - inclusive of the 
AMC)
Transaction Costs - 0.125% (Estimated)
Sedol Code - GBP: (BKBNVB5)

For the latest platform availability, and 
passported jurisdictions, please call us on: + 44 (0)1753 867000


